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DAYTON AFRICA
CONNECTION
by Adrian L. Morgan
With her blond hair, green eyes and a
name like Mary Harven, there is little
indication that this is woman who hopes to
increase the perspective of the UD English
Department from primarily European and
North American literature to include that of
Asia, South America and Africa.
Though only a year out of undergrad and
a lowly Teacher's Assistant charged with
two sections of English 101, Ms. Harven has
a wealth of experience in the third world,
specifically Sierra Leone, and hopes to share
that with as many people as she can here in
the United Sates.
Sierra Leone is located on the western
coast of Africa and is a country of about
four million people. The country consists of
about thirteen to sixteen different tribes and
is divided into four sections. There are
three provinces, North East and South and a
fourth section referred to as the Western
Area. The Western Area is composed of
Freetown Peninsula, and the western part of
the country, it is also where the capital city
Freetown is located.
Mary Harven's first contact with Sierra
Leone came in her third summer of college
when she received an invitation from the
University of Dayton Honors Program,
which she was a part o f, to visit Sierra
Leone as part of research for a systems
design seminar that her and all of the other
third year honor studnts would be taking
that fall semester. Their project had to deal
with possible liks that could be established
between Dayton and Sierra Leone.
Mary fell in love with the little country in
Western Africa and at the end of her junior
year she returned for a month.
During her senior year, she was ap
proached by Bro. Phil Aaron S.M. who
works with students studying abroad. He
asked her if she had considered replacing a
student who was currently doing a year of
service in Sierra Leone. Although she had
already applied to eight graduate schools,
Mary jumped at the chance, and away she
went.
While there she worked for the
Asssoiation for Rural Develpment (ARD), an
organization established by Sierra Leone
citizens to help themseves.

Amino and Leonard eating rice with Cassava leaf sauce in Somalia

ARD is a vital link between farmers and
ouside groups. The primary service of ARD
is providing managerial or technical advice
to small farmer's groups, comparable to our
co-ops. Tasks of ARD include visiting
farming projects, making suggestions,
providing loans or helping in the overcom
ing of other various difficulties.
International oragainztions like OxFam,
Food for the world , and the African
Develpment Foundation would often use
ARD as resource in their decisions about
suporting or continuing support for various
projects.
Although English based "Krio" (pro
nounced the same as the French Creole
present in the southern United States) is the
language most spoken in the country,
English is the official language and was
used to write proposals and evaluations for
the international agencies.
In her position as Projects Assistant,
Mary was often responsible for writing these
reports which only made sense, since she
possessed a degree in English.
It was during her yearrlong stay that Mary
was a ble to redefine poverty and what it
was she wanted to do with her life.
According to Mary, it was not long before
she was aware that she wasn't really there
to serve but to learn. "What I realized
eventually was how much I was getting."
While in Sierra Leone, Mary realized that
athough the country was cerainly lacking in

food and other necessities as well as many
material goods, they were rich in many
thing s like the concepts of community,
family and God.
For example, while America has such a
high suicide rate, especially among youg
people, a suicide in Sierra Leone is very
rare.
Kanja Sasey, Director of ARD had an
opportunty to visit the United States and
while there he learned of a lady who died
in her aprtment and was not discovered for
a week. When he returned to Sierra Leone
he told Mary that the idea of someone dying
alone was unfathomable to him. "For all of
our problems here (Sierra Leone) I want to
be here," Sasey told Harven. "There's more
dignity in dying of malaria, malnutrition or
measles than the way she did."
Getting people to realize that, among
other things, is part of the reason why
Harven chose to return to Dayton and work
in third world literatures.
In her opinion the best way to get peole
to learn about other cultures is through
reading about them in their own words. In
other words, reading their writings, their
fiction and stories, etc.
Harven saw that this was lacking inthe
UD English Department and hopes to give
world literature a more valid meaning here
at Dayton.
Continued on page 3

A MESSAGE TO
THE OREO COOKIE
by Onoriode Euwaraye
After a few months of being at the
University of Dayton, I have noticed
something very strange. There is a small
group of black students that don't speak to
any other black students. Being the friendly
person that I am, I would go to people in
this small group, and try to start a conversa
tion. All I received was a cold shoulder. I
tended to form an opinion that these people
were either shy or stuckup, but this turned
out not to be the case.
I would see these people speak to every
white person, yet when a black person
would try to say "Hi" or "What's Up?" they
would not respond. Some would even go
so far as to pretend that they did not see
other blacks or would turn away when they
saw blacks coming. To me, this makes this
small group of blacks a pack of sellouts.
This is a small problem that is part of a
greater danger to our people. Since the end
of the civil rights movement, there has been
a growing number of blacks who have
totally rejected their culture.
I won't pretend to understand why these
sellouts , as they have been called for many
years now, have ostracized themselves from
their people. Maybe they are so brain
washed that they think that they can be
totally accepted as white, or that they are
somehow different than the rest of us.
Many of our people seem to be forgetting
who they are and where they came from.
These sellouts need to wake up. Those
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white people that feel blacks are inferior
feel that all blacks are inferior. No matter
how much you reject your people and
culture, the world will still see you as a
black man.
These sellouts can do almost as much
damage as any KKK member. Many of
these sellouts are raised to powerful
positions in society because they can be
easily controlled. This makes them the
perfect token blacks. This is dangerous for
the rest of us for two main reasons.
The first reason that sellouts are danger
ous is that by having a sellout as their token
black, whites don't have to worry about
their token black opening the doors for
other blacks. Part of the reason integration
was started was to break up the so-called
"old boys network", which was keeping
blacks out of business. Since these tokens
want to fit in and not rock the boat, they
would turn their heads when viewing racial
injustice. This makes it harder for integra
tion to work the way it was intended.
Secondly, and most importantly, these
sellouts give many young blacks the
impression that the only way to "make it"
in the U.S. is to sellout. These sellouts also
send a false image to White America. In
trying to fit in with White America, these
sellouts act like there are no racial problems
and will criticize those blacks who fight to
improve the status of our people.
Clarence Thomas is a perfect example of
this. Clarence Thomas has openly stated
that there is no place for affirmative action,
yet affirmative action is how Thomas got
into school. His defense in stating this is
that white students said that he only got into
school because he was black and he did not
want anyone else to go through that.
Give me a break!
Racist people always try to find a way to
discredit any black person trying to better
themselves because that does not fit into
their stereotypes of blacks. If it was not for
affirmative action, Clarence Thomas would
not be where he is today.
Having these sellouts speak for Black
America is like having a house slave speak
for the field slaves. Sellouts do not have the
ability to convey the opinions and needs of
the black masses, because they have totally
disconnected themselves from their people.
I really hope that some of these sellouts
will look in a mirror and realize who and
what they are. I believe that all black
people owe it to our forefathers to put back
into the black community.
Our ancestors have suffered for us.
Blacks throughout history have given their
lives in hopes of making the world a better
place for us. Malcolm X gave his life for us,
King gave his life for us. The list of martyrs
are endless.
How do these sellouts repay them? By
totally rejecting everything they died for.
I believe that there will inevitably be
open bloodshed between whites and
blacks. When these dark times arrive, the
sellouts will need their people's support but
will not receive it. Sometimes to save a
hand you must cut off a finger and to save
an arm you must cut off your hand. I hope
that these sellouts wake up before they are
cut off.

YOUNG, BLACK, AND
INVINCIBLE
Anonymous
The attitude is sweeping across the
nation among black teens and young adults.
The feeling of omnipotence against sexually
transmitted diseases. In reality sexually
transmitted diseases are disproportionately
high in the black community. Our sexual
promiscuity is getting the better of us;
literally.
The number one killer of young black
males and females in some states is no
longer homicide, but AIDS. The remaining
STDs are spreading like wildfire. I do not
want to preach about abstinence or
changing your sexuality, but you need to
realize you are not immune.
Com
mon sense and sexual practices need to be
inclusive. An STD can happen to anyone,
including me.
I am a college student and I do not sleep
around with hundreds of partners, I was
seeing someone for about seven months.
We did not have a strong committed
relationship, but we agreed not to sleep
with anyone else. Summer activities had
me away for several weeks at a time. Upon
my return we resumed our relationship, but
our differences began to conflict and we
broke it off, never to speak again.
A couple of weeks after my break off
with my partner. Things were going fine, I
was getting over the relationship. Soon
these hard gray lumps began to appear
around my genital area.
My ignorance got the better of me. I
brushed it off as a rash or something. I
mean, STD?
No Way!
1 had been with the same person for
almost a year. Soon the lumps grew in size
and began to spread. I decided to go see a
doctor expecting a simple explanation and
a cure. "I mean it can't be that serious,
right?"
The doctor examined me and said , "Oh
, you have a venereal disease" More or less
not big deal. I was treated and sent on my
way, figuring I was fine.
Again, ignorance got the better of me. I
did not know what I had until a few weeks
later, we discussed sexually transmitted
diseases in one of my classes. I have a viral
disease.
Viral diseases are different from
bacterial diseases like Syphilis, Gonorrhea,
and Chlamydia, because they can be cured
quite easily. Viral infections are impossible
or very difficult to cure. When you have a
viral infection it is with you for life. I am
unable to describe my feelings when I
found this out. I just wanted to find out
more information about what I had. My life
is totally changed. My dreams of meeting
someone and getting married are dislodged.
No one wants to marry someone with an
incurable venereal disease. Childbirth is
next to impossible without passing the
disease to the child.
Continued on page 5

RELATIONSHIPS
by Randolph J. Hicks
When most people talk about dogs, you
assume they may be talking about a canine.
But, the type of dogs I am talking about are
young men who want only one thing from
women. Many young men today just want to
have sex, when they should be making love.
This is 1992 and not the caveman era.
Men can be caring, respectful and honest
towards any woman. Women do deserve
respect, unless they prove other. Guys
should learn to be friends and not just
someone's lover. Two individuals can sit
down and communicate without any sexual
intentions whatsoever.
Being romantic with your woman is not
too hard. Being romantic doesn't take
millions of dollars. You don't have to take
her to the best restaurants or buy her
expensive jewelry. Your money shouldn't
buy her love. It should be the thought that
counts. If two individuals love each other
then fancy presents don't matter.
Men should be more considerate towards
their girlfriends. Thinking of her feelings
before you say or do something is essential.
Relationships are 100/100 and not 100/50, so
you should do things you wouldn't necessar
ily do for anyone else. That's called sacrifice.
By being romantic you make your woman
feel special.
Here are some things anyone can do to
enhance their romance: 1) Saying the three
words,"I Love You" is always deep. Say it
with your heart and not just with your
tongue. 2) Buy her presents. Women love
stuffed animals, jewelry, flowers, and candy.
Never give cash or gift certificates as a
present, that makes you seem like a thought
less mammal. 3) Don't wait for her to ask
you for something, be spontaneous and
surprise her. That keeps your relationship
lively and exciting. 4) It doesn't hurt to do
all of those gentlemen things like opening a
door, helping her with her coat, carrying her
bag, etc.
While you are doing all of this stuff, never
forget to be yourself. You shouldn't put on
an act just so you can be her ideal man. The
acts that many people put on can be difficult
to maintain. Eventually she will see your real
self and she may not accept it. So, let her
accept you in the beginning instead of
waiting until the end when someone can get
hurt.
Guys keep an open line of communica
tion with your mate. Many people find this
hard, but it is essential to know how each
one feels so there won't be any misconcep
tions. These talks don't have to be long
either, just sweet and simple.
Finally, if you do fall in love with her,
tell her. Saying I love you and I'm in love
with you is different. Saying I love you
implies that you love them as you do your
best friend. Being in love is a feeling that's
fantastic. It means you enjoy that person's
company. You would do anything for that
person. If you could, you would give her the
world. You wish you could be with her even
when you're not. A smile is brought to your
face every time you think abouther.
Falling in love is a change your woman
needs to know about.
If this writing will help anyone, I don't
know. Everyone is different and has their
own style. Do whatever works for you!

From I. to r. Projects officer Rashid Sesay, his mother Ma Sesay, Mjary Harven, and his
father Pa Sesay in front of a house in Sierra Leone.
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(cont. from page 3)

"For some world literature means French
and German [authors] thrown in with British
and American [writers]," remarks Harven.
Already Harven is well on her way. In
her two sections of Eng 101 she has had her
students write a comparisonand constratst
using an African batik (painting on cloth)
and a French painting by Renoir.
She also went back to her old grade
school'Our Lady of Peace in Canton, Ohio
and gave a presentation on life in Sierra
Leone.
Future plans for Mary include finishing
her masters in 1994 and then pursing her
doctoruate. Sice the porgram she is
working in is not really a set course of
studies she hopes that as she goes through
her work wshe will be able to put together
course out lines and or a syllabuse for
undergraduste sectons of third world
literature or a multicutlural literture course.
Eventually, Mary Harven would like to
return to UD as Dr. Harven ad teach those
very same courses. She thinks it would be a
challenge that she would enjoy. Also since
her horizons were broadened by UD in a
sense, she thinks it would be "cool" if she
could come back to UD to broaden other
poeoples.
In her opinion the time definitely has
come for just such a horizon broadening.
"This is coming," says Harven. "We are
becoming a world, a small world. Let's deal
with it."

INTERESTED IN GOING
TO SIERRA LEONE?
For students who may be interested in
traveling to Sierra Leone there are two
options for student experiences. The first
option is for a period of a month. This is
usually targeted to juniors in the hopes that
students will have a feel for what they want
to do with their life. However it,, like the
entire program, is open to anyone who may
express an interest.
The other option has students spend a
year in Sierra Leone working with the
Association for Rural Development. The
Association for Rural Development is a
Sierra Leonean run development organiza
tion. This option is usually encouraged for
seniors after graduation or at least students
who have already spent a month in Sierra
Leone.
There is no formal application process
for interested volunteers but to get the ball
rolling it is necessary to talk to Ann
Hudock, a Dayton-to-Sierra Leone pioneer,
who is located in the President's Office on
the second floor of Saint Mary's. (Her
extension is x4102)
After a successful interview with Ann,
students talk to Brother Phil Aaron S.M of
the Center for International Studies. If all
goes well, acceptance is given and then
there is a fundraising process in order to
cover the expenses incurred in such an
undertaking.
GOOD LUCK!!

"VIETNAM"
My brother was very bright,

but he left late one night.
He wanted to stay home if he might,

and not leave our sight.

He had to go; the goverment said so.
He as a young lad,

by this he grow mad.
He had to go to Vietnam,
and his name was Tom.
He had all his brain,

and wasn't insane.

Then one bright sunny day the telegram came,
and we haven't been the same since.

REMEMBER
by Ramonda Cates

My dad took the telegram and tore it,
all he said was "damn!"

Was my brother wounded in action,
or was he dead?

The telegram said he had a wound times three,
even in the knee,

and he might not even see,

not even his sis Dee.
We all grew sad,

because he hadn't even wanted to go,

it was the goverment that had said so.
He finally came home bittered by the war.

And on him was many a mar.
He didn't lie,

said he wanted to die.
He went to the veterans' hospital for test,
and wouldn't settle for none but the best.
They worked with him for the will to live.

The hospital staff this they did give.
He owes them his life because they mended him back

together.
He still talks about the war and the effect it had on his

life, that is when he can remember it.

Tiwona Branham

Criminal Justice major

Remember what he's done
and what he hasn't done.
Remember the shame
humilation
lonliness
guilt
lies
ugly feelings
foolishness
using
despair
Remember......... and think
Why go back
go foward to a higher ground
no one retrieves back to a pit
of pain and pity.
Remember the pain
scariness
discomfort
uncompassionate emotions
coldness
backstabbing
hurt
cruelty
Remember.......... and think
not about him
or the sadness
disappointment
frustration
discourgement
heartbreak
mistrust
alienation
but about the future you and
only you can change
Remember.......... think.......... learn

YOUNG, BLACK, AND
INVINCIBLE (cont. from page 3)
In addition, there are worries of the
lumps turning cancerous. Also, trips to the
doctor will become the norm. I am in my
twenties and that is too young for my life to
be altered like this.
For me it is too late, but for the young
black males and females prevention is a just
cause. Everybody says "Oh, a person with
AIDS or a venereal disease is dirty or
promiscuous looking, like a prostitute or
ho."
Well folks, they can be anyone from
that fine honey with the nice tight black can
suit to the muscle bound freak on the dance
floor. It can be anyone. Even a plain old
college student, like me. So again, I stress
prevention.
Use a latex condom, get to know the
person before you have sex with them, and
if you are in a relationship, discuss the
seriousness as far as seeing other people.
Remember we may be young and black,
but not invincible. We must not let our
future as a race be destroyed from within by
venereal diseases.
Keep our community black and strong by
practicing common sense, precaution, and
prevention.
Thank You,
It's too late to preach, but not to teach

Open your mind...
Come learn more
about the man and
the filmmaker.

L®®
Books on sale now at
the UD Bookstore.
Get to know the facts.

Spread knowledge on
Christmas. Give a book
and have it wrapped and

shipped by the VD Bookstore.
Children's Book Week:
November 10-20.
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MALCOLM X: THE MOVIE
by Valerie Colbert
On November 18 a piece of
history was recreated on the big
screen. The life of the little known
and often misunderstood black
Muslim leader, Malcolm X,
opened in theaters nationwide
amidst controversy and curiosity.
The movie, directed by film
maker Spike Lee and starring Oscar
winning actor Denzel Washington
in the starring role, depicts three
phases in Malcolm's life. The first
phase portrays Malcolm's criminal
life which eventually leads to his
imprisonment where a fellow
inmate and Nation of Islam
member introduces Malcolm to the
teachings of Elijah Muhammad.
This relationship begins the second
phase of Malcolm's life. He
converts to the Muslim faith, and
upon his release from prison, he is
invited to visit Muhammad.
Malcolm is inspired by Muhammad
and regards him in the same light
as a god. Muhammed appoints
Malcolm as his national spokesper
son. The film showcases many of
Malcolm's powerful speeches in his
original words.
While Malcolm is speaking
nationwide, his popularity in
creases and overshadows the
Nation of Islam. Several people
within the organization become
jealous of Malcolm's popularity.
They began spreading lies about
him. They told Muhammad that
Malcolm was trying to take away
Muhammad's power. Threats had
begun to be made against Malcolm.
These threats were believed to be
administered by Muhammad
himself.
All the while Malcolm would
not believe these allegations,
despite his wife's warnings. It was
not until a newspaper came out
with a story on Muhammad that
Malcolm began to question the
man he had once worshipped. The
story alleged that Muhammad had
fathered two children by two young
women with the Nation of Islam.
When Malcolm confirmed the
news, his faith was literally shat
tered. He had to re-evaluate his

spirituality and faith in Allah. He
decided to make the pilgramage to
Mecca. This pilgramage changed
Malcolm's life. For the first time in
his life he saw white people and
black people eating together,
worshipping together, and working
together for a common cause. He
returned to America with a new
perspective. He no longer preached
white hatred. He also held a press
conference announcing that he
would be willing to work with any
organization that wished to
advance the cause. He changed
his name to El Hajj Malik El
Shabazz and created his own
organization called the Black
Muslims.
The threats continued and
culminated in the burning of his
home. After this incident, which
threatened the lives of he and his
family, Malcolm began to publicly
criticize the Nation of Islam. The
tension between Malcolm and the
Nation of Islam resulted in more
frequent threats on his life.
Malcolm is finally gunned down
while making a speech in the
Audobon Ballroom in 1965. Many
people who knew Malcolm said he
was aware that he was about to die
soon. In the film there are several
hints that the CIA had some
involvement in the death of
Malcolm X.
Although many critics had
doubts about Washington being
able to portray Malcolm because of
his darker skin, those doubts were
soon set aside after viewing the
movie. Washington truly captured
the spirit of Malcolm X. He did
not concern himself about the
physical differences between them.
As he explained in the November
30 issue of Jet magazine, "The key
for me was spirit. I've told people
and I'll continue to say that I can't
be Malcolm X, I'm not Malcolm X,
I'm Denzel. But I know the same
spirit, the same God that moved
him can move through me." Other
outstanding performances in the
film includes Al Freeman Jr.'s
portrayal of Elijah Muhammad,

Spike Lee's role as Malcolm's
partner in crime, Shorty and Angela
Basset as Malcolm's wife Betty
Shabazz.
The movie runs over three hours
and it was filmed in several
locations, including New York,
South Africa, and Egypt. The film
ended up costing $33 million
dollars to make. Both Lee and
Washington volunteered to take a
cut in their salaries to complete the
film. Lee also asked such enter
tainers as Oprah Winfrey, Bill
Cosby, Prince, and Janet Jackson to
help fund the movie after it went
over budget.
Apparently it was well worth the
extra money to get this important
story on film. The movie pre
miered to packed theatres across
the country, with many theatres
selling out every show. In its first
week at the box office it grossed
over $7 million.
More importantly, however,
Malcolm X will clear up many of
the misconceptions about this
often misunderstood individual.
He cannot be defined as violent, a
militant, or a trouble maker.
Malcolm may not have changed
any laws or led any civil rights
marches, but he does deserve a
place alongside our other great
leaders. Malcolm spoke the words
that many of black americans felt,
but were afraid to voice publicly.
He spoke the truth. Yes, Malcolm
was angry. But he channeled that
anger into something positive. He
was America's wake up call.
Malcolm was a champion for
change. And he believed that
change must be brought about by
any means necessary.
But more than a great speaker,
Malcolm is an an example t
children and adults that you can
make an impact in society no
matter who you are. Whether you
be a drug addict, a drug dealer, a
hustler, or whatever. If Malcolm
can rise from the worst of life's
circumstances then there is still
hope for us all.
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Out And About UD

Atris Everson takes a break in the MSA Lounge

Rachelle Kelsey, our SCA Senator, hard at work

First-year men looking their finest for the Alpha Ball

The ladies of Delta Sigma Theta pose for a photo

